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Varietal

100% Pinot Noir

Origins

Balance and maturity are the two words that come to mind when Savigny's
vineyards are mentioned. They are located three kilometres north of Beaune.

This appellation boasts 180 ha of “Village” appellation. Savigny's vineyards form
a V-shape and are located at the meeting place of a valley and the plain, offering
some of the most picturesque scenery in the Côte d'Or. The style of the wines
produced here varies due to differences in terroir though they all share the
Savigny trademark: finesse, elegance, charm and heady aromas. The
limestone-based soils are stony.

Vineyard selection and management

This wine comes from several vineyards with old vines which yield small grapes
with thick skins. Growing methods are also very particular: limited yields due to
severe de-budding, green harvest if needed, working of the soil, absence or little
use of fertilizers, environmentally friendly pest management which respects
beneficial wildlife.

Vinification and maturing

Harvest date: 18 September 2014. The grapes were handpicked and collected in
20-kg perforated crates. They were sorted a first time in the vineyard and a
second time on the sorting table when they arrived at the winery. At the winery:
The grapes were completely destemmed but not crushed (they were left whole)
and were gravity-fed into tanks. Maceration lasted a total of 30 days including
one week of cold maceration (12°C). Fermentation used indigenous yeasts only
(no additives such as enzymes or tannins were used). Infrequent punching of
the cap (8 maximum). In the cellar: Aged on the lees for 15 months with no
racking using a proportion of 30% new French oak barrels that had been toasted
at low temperatures for a long time to impart a very delicate touch of oak to the
wine. Bottling: The wine was not fined, but was very gently filtered before being
bottled using gravity in January 2016.

Tasting notes

Colour: Red garnet wih very intense hints.
Nose: Notes of red fruits, ripe cherry, peppery hints.
Palate: Elegant, red fruits flavours, tannins with great finesse.

Ageing potential

5 to 7 years
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Vintage : 2014

After three very small vintages what Burgundy urgently needs in 2014 is
quantity. Our prayers may have been answered: the 2014 vintage is very
promising with good yields! After another year of surprising weather, September
lived up to its reputation and played its part to the full in terms of ripening the
grapes. In the springtime, the 2014 vintage looked like being an early one and
the vines profited from the hot and dry weather, which indicated an abundant
harvest and healthy vines. In summer, the sun appeared to have gone on
vacation elsewhere, and the advance gained at the start of the cycle was soon
lost. However, despite the wet and chilly weather, maturation began to gather
pace at the end of August. The Burgundy winegrowing region, like France's
other winegrowing regions, experienced a few pockets of sour rot. The plots of
Pinot Noir were subjected to strict sorting, both in the vines and in the winery.
This occasional phenomenon was localized in an otherwise very healthy year.
The harvest began in mid-September in the sunshine. The grapes brought into
the wineries were ripe, healthy and aromatic. 2014 will be an excellent year for
white wines in the Burgundy region. Their clear-cut, precise structure promises
good keeping potential. Red wines offer intense colors, a fruity nose, and
concentration in the mouth, with smooth, pleasant tannins, and lovely notes of
fresh fruit. They are wonderfully sophisticated, hinting at all the qualities of great
red Burgundy wines.
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